
Thanks to our spring rush e� orts, 
we welcome 11 new members!

Chris Blaszka, Bethlehem, Pa.
Jack Darmody, Woburn, Mass.
Jim Dlugos, Washington, Pa.

William Dwyre, Bethlehem, Pa.
Tyler Fagan, Northborough, Mass.

Drew Hanslip, Randolph, N.J.
John McHugh, Wantagh, N.Y.

Luke Merski, Erie, Pa.
Christian Miller, Northborough, Mass.

AJ Puchany, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Andy Zaunegger, Erie, Pa.
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The HappyValley.com Spring Fun 
Guide for 2014 has hit the stands. 
We are pleased to announce that 
Chi Phi is featured in an article 
on pages 42-43: “Penn State 
Fraternities Tear Down Walls to 
Build Up Standards.” 

 To read the article, go to the 
News section at www.chiphi-psu.
org. Or go to www.happyvalley.
com, click on Things to Do and scroll 
down to the Fun Guides section.

We are approaching the end of the first school 
year since we reopened our doors of the 
Kingdom in August 2013, and I am proud 
to announce that our first year has been a 
tremendous success. Thanks to the generous 
support of our alumni, our renovated Kingdom 
is the envy of the Penn State Greek community.

• Our recolonization efforts continue to be 
strong. We have been impressed with the 
quality of young men who have joined our 
brotherhood, all of whom demonstrate the 
mission of the Chi Phi Fraternity: to build 
better men through lifelong friendships, 
leadership opportunities and character 
development. As you can see from the 
column to the left, we have already started 
making headlines.

• Please mark your calendars for our annual 
reunion weekend, October 11-12. In 
addition to holding our annual alumni 
association meeting at the Kingdom, 
we plan to watch Penn State beat up on 
Michigan on our large screen TV. Reach out 
to your fellow classmates and put it on your 
calendar. Look for details in the near future.

• In addition to the alumni who have 
provided financial support, the alumni 
association is indebted to the many alumni 
who have served on the board or other 
positions of the alumni association during 
this important part of our history. The 
alumni association will be holding elections 
for new board members this fall at our 
annual alumni association meeting. In 
addition, we will be soliciting alumni to 
assist with various roles and responsibilities. 
Some of the current alumni serving in those 
positions now will likely not continue in 
those roles. In order to continue with our 
recent success, we need other alumni to 
volunteer to help going forward. If you are 
interested in helping, please contact me by 
e-mail at rkonzmann@gmail.com.

• One of the final capital projects yet to be 
completed at the Kingdom is the front 
patio where brick pavers will be engraved 
with the names of the generous alumni 
who contributed $1,000 or more to the 
Foundation for the Kingdom capital 
campaign. This coming summer, we 

plan to engrave the pavers with those 
alumni who have fully paid their original 
commitment. In the summer of 2015, we 
will undertake the same process to engrave 
any remaining bricks. Please take time 
to review your name on page 3 of this 
newsletter as this is how your name will 
appear on your brick. If your name is not 
how you would like it to appear, please 
contact me with changes. If your name does 
not appear on page 3, please make a pledge 
commitment today to join your brothers in 
the cause (see page 2). Get your payments 
in today to add your name to our front 
patio this summer.

• As owners of the house, the alumni 
association’s primary objective is to protect 
the sanctity of the physical structure of the 
house and to have a thriving active chapter 
in order to generate positive cash flow to 
cover the costs of owning the house. To that 
end, we have recruited strong new member 
classes to the Alpha Delta colony of Chi 

Chi Phi Revitalizes Positive Greek Culture at Penn State
Alpha Delta Responds With a Banner Year

—Continued on Page 4

Congratulations to our recent 
graduating seniors:

Michael Dellavalle, Fall ’13
M.S. in Accounting

Michael Barbalace, Spring ’14
M.S. in Accounting

Rishi Mittal, Spring ’14
B.S. in Finance

SENIORS
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The generosity demonstrated by our alumni 
has been outstanding. A total of 330 alumni 
have made pledge commitments of more 
than $1,431,000 to the Foundation for the 
Kingdom capital campaign. In answer to 
their pledges, they have already paid more 
than $1,185,000, or 83%, of these total 
commitments, including gifts from more 
than 65% who have fully paid their original 
commitments. It is not too late to pledge and 
be part of something special. In fact, since 
our last newsletter in the fall, the following 
brothers have added their names to the honor 
roll of donors on page 3:

James Martin ’53
Robert Bloomfield ’55

Steve Lewis ’64
John Ventura ’76

 
 Of course, it also never too late to 
increase your original commitment. Since 
our last newsletter, Douglas Adler ’71 
increased his original commitment from the 
Chi Phi Supporter level to the Order of the 
Brotherhood. 
 We still have over $246,000 of pledge 
commitments outstanding. Since all of our 
renovation costs have been paid, the alumni 
association obtained temporary financing 
to fund the timing difference between the 
collection of pledge commitments from our 
alumni and the payment of renovation costs 

to our general contractor. Since this financing 
was temporary, in order to ultimately repay 
this financing, it is imperative that we continue 
to receive timely payments from our alumni 
who have remaining pledge commitments 
outstanding. Accordingly, it is critical for 
alumni who have already made installment 
payments on their pledge commitments to 
continue to make timely payments.
 Equally important, for alumni that have 
not yet begun to make payments, we need you 
to start making payments now. We still have 37 
brothers who have not yet made any payments 
When we decided to make a commitment 
towards the renovation project, we did so 
under the premise that all of our alumni would 
honor their original commitments. All of us 
counted on you!  
 Some of these 37 brothers have let us know 
that they will or will try to follow through 
with their commitments. However, for many 
of these brothers, we have been unable to 
establish any recent communication with 
them despite our tireless efforts. If you are one 
of those alumni and are receiving this Alpha 
Delta Data, we implore you to reach out to 
us and let us know if you plan follow through 
with your promise. If, for some reason, you 
cannot, please let us know so we can plan for 
alternative financing arrangements. It could 
also be that we do not have the recent contact 
information for these alumni. To that end, 
we need the assistance from all of our alumni 

in locating the following 27 brothers from 
whom we have been unable to get a response. 
If you have current contact information for 
the following alumni, please reach out to Rich 
Konzmann ’90 at rkonzmann@gmail.com or 
Bob Martin ’87 at rpm163@psu.edu.

Alan Wells ’70 • Jeffrey Hall ’74 • Francis 
DiRubbo ’76 • John Fuller ’79 • Ted Butera ’85  
Constantine Karides ’91 • Rob Solomon ’91 
Steve Saville ’93 • Richard Bassett ’96 • Marc 
Dakuginow ’97 • Dan Carroll ’98 • Peter Golbin 
’98 • Brian McDonough ’98 • Bryan Jarvis ’98 
Han Pak ’00 • David Bradley ’03 • Kyle Kassel 
’05 • William Adkins ’06 • Joseph Keenan 
’06 • Brandon Paull ’06 • Justin Olsen ’08 • 
Zachary Dewalt ’08 • Joseph Franck ’08 • Joseph 
Kauffman ’08 • Bryan Gleaves ’09 • Timothy 
Wikert ’09 • Sean Causegrove ’10

  
 If you have a question regarding the 
balance of your pledge commitment or you 
wish to either make a pledge commitment 
for the first time or increase your current 
commitment, you can contact Bob Martin or 
Rich Konzmann. In order to make a payment, 
please make your check payable to “Chi Phi 
Capital Campaign” and mail it to:

Alpha Delta Chapter of Chi Phi Fraternity
The Pennsylvania State University
Capital Campaign Processing Center
P.O. Box 7007
Albert Lea, MN 56007-8007

CAPITAL CAMPAIGN PROGRESS
Foundation for the Kingdon … 83% of Pledge Dollars Collected

Thank You to Our Four New Donors and Alumni Who Have Paid in Full!

 This semester has been great in terms of 
the development and growth of our chapter. 
We had a very successful spring rush, which 
resulted in 11 new members who will soon 
be initiated into our ranks. This is our largest 
class, not counting the Founding Father’s class, 
since the reopening of the house. With our two 
graduating seniors, this will put our number of 
brothers at 46 for the start of the fall semester. 
Going forward, we have a great group of men 
who are devoted to restoring our fraternity to 
its former glory.
 We enjoyed our first THON as a fraternity.  
Throughout the weekend, we had brothers and 
new members standing together in the Bryce 

Jordan Center holding up our letters. As a 
fraternity, we raised $14,218 to donate to the 
Four Diamonds Fund and, as a result, two of 

our brothers were able to dance for the full 46 
hours on the floor. It was a great experience 

for all of us, and we fully expect to raise even 
more donations next year. Partnering with the 
sorority Phi Mu, we also hosted a blood drive 
this April in which brothers along with others 
donated blood to the American Red Cross. In 
addition, we held a bake sale to raise money for 
our national philanthropy, the Boys and Girls 
Club. We have participated in other Greek 
philanthropy events such as Sigma Kappa’s 
broomball tournament and Delta Zeta’s tug 
of war competition. As a fraternity, we have 
done an excellent job of getting involved in 
philanthropy and community service. 
 We have all enjoyed living in the 

Making a Name for Ourselves in Philanthropy and Service
by Thomas Scully, Alpha

—Continued on Page 4

Chi Phi brothers on the fl oor of the Bryce Jordan 
Center during THON 2014.
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The Distinguished 
Alumni Society 
($100,000-$249,999)
David Brockway ’77
William Marsh ’77
John Meyer ’78

The Leadership 
Society  
($50,000-$99,999)
Andrew Schultz, Sr. ’60

The Kingdom Society 
($25,000-$49,999)
Bruce Moyer ’58
Scott Vassalluzzo ’93

The Alpha Delta 
Society  
($10,000-$24,999)
Wally Parker ’48
Francis Finley ’54
Allan Larson ’60
C. Henry Barner ’61
Frank Cook ’72
David Hicks ’76
Gary Lambert ’76
Ronald Police ’82
Lawrence Serafin ’83
Michael Hollis ’88
Thomas Brugger ’89
Richard Konzmann ’90
Tom Kennington ’90
Mark Kavanaugh ’90
Paul Cinquegrane ’90
Michael Pizzi ’92
Michael Carrel ’92
Eric Oberfield ’92
Jonathan Knipe ’93
Keith Tietjen ’94
Chad Levant ’95
Scott Neave ’98
Spencer Matusky ’02
John Heins ’09

Order of the Alumni 
Society  
($5,000-$9,999)
Anonymous
Charles Gibbs ’54
Joseph Hendrickson ’59
Jack Cartwright ’63
Kenneth Emkey ’68
Robert Brown ’70
David Cassano ’74
Michael Rowley ’75
John Schultheis ’76
Robert DiBella ’77
Glenn Lewis ’77
Ed Spangler ’77

James Osick ’77
David Bernitt ’78
Craig Benn ’78
John Bartges ’78
David Lohr ’79
Mark Landiak ’80
Thomas Bernitt ’80
Daniel Vogel ’84
Martin Shoup ’85
Theodore Butera ’85
Michael Brugger ’85
Gary Orvieto ’86
Thomas Sholes ’86
Robert Martin ’87
Gordon Brown ’87
Gary Bradford ’88
James Police ’88
James McDade ’88
James Curcio ’88
Jerry Brandt ’88
David Blanchet ’88
Walter Kuhns ’88
Kevin Bostick ’89
Michael Antonietti ’89
Peter Daigle ’90
Andrew Schultz, Jr. ’90
Eric Cerniglia ’91
Craig Ritter ’92
Jeffrey Mercando ’92
Devon Walsh ’92
Marc Frediani ’92
Michael McLachlan ’93
Kevin Falcone ’93
Anthony Riggio ’93
Kenneth Wille ’94
D. Scott Kowalski ’94
Tom Laky ’95
Marc Dakuginow ’97
Brian Moran ’99
Han Pak ’00
Matthew Kriebel ’04
Bryan Smith ’05
Ryan Buff ’05

Order of the 
Brotherhood  
($2,500-$4,999)
Wilson Cramer ’54
Jesse Coolbaugh ’57
Willis Kuhns ’57
John Fry ’57
Richard McKernan ’59
Earle Guffey ’60
J. Martin Bollinger ’60
Kenneth Hall ’60
Peter Luckie ’60
Joel Holden ’61
Steve Lewis ’64
John Weidman ’65
James Delark ’66

Kenneth Jacobsen ’66
Richard Flynn ’67
Clifford McKrell ’67
James Hufnagel ’68
Frank Marmion ’70
Alan Wells ’70
Douglas Adler ’71
Arthur Hoecker ’72
Jeffrey Hall ’74
Michael Fiorina ’76
Rick Kolloff ’76
John Ventura ’76
David Harris ’79
George Podhor ’80
Paul Ringelman ’80
J. Murphy ’80
Robert Bahnick ’81
Robert Bell ’81 
Mark Thompson ’83
Mike Unks ’83
Ronald Boxall ’84
Lawrence Maiello ’85
Richard Lutz ’85
Paul Kessler ’86
David Piontek ’86
C. Bruce Henry ’86
Robert Farley ’86
Matthew Brusch ’86
Michael Healey ’87
Douglas Muhl ’87
D. Scott Hallman ’87
Joseph Nell ’88
John Polgar ’89
D. Michael Irons ’89
Tim Johnson ’89
Edward Lutz ’89
Andrew Schwartz ’89
Michael Kossar ’89
Jon Hopkins ’89
Albert Marazza ’90
*Rohan Morris ’90
Louis Platia ’90
Peter Saul ’90
Jeffrey Swartz ’90
Ian Morris ’90
Michael Hyman ’91
Constantine Karides ’91
Michael Krone ’91
Robert Solomon ’91
Daniel Searer ’91
Jeffrey Blum ’91
V. Adam Smith ’92
Jeffrey Smith ’92
Steve Saville ’92
Thomas Wright ’92
Michael Hollingsworth ’92
Ricardo Sadovnik ’92
Scott Corneal ’93
James Hollis ’93
Kyle Van Putte ’93

Steven Kenah ’93
Theodore Frain ’93
Christopher Flick ’94
Vance Moss ’94
Michael Tripp ’94
Andrew Marks ’95
Frank Caputo ’95
Jim Clark ’96
Richard Bassett ’96
Steven Carrel ’96
Alexander Ciccotelli ’97
Brian Belles ’98
Michael Corrigan ’98
Damian Taranto ’99
Mark Sedora ’99
Adam Kessel ’99
Michael Barrett ’00
Gabriel Sukman ’01
Robert Boyer ’01
David Andree ’01
Kyle Zavertnik ’02
Robert Lehman ’02
Michael Sabol ’02
David Roberts ’04
Michael Pasterick ’05
Anthony Brooks ’05
James Elsen ’05
William Adkins ’06
Joseph Kauffman ’08
Taner Gokce ’09
Bryan Gleaves ’09

Chi Phi Supporter 
($0-$2,499)
John Pursley ’41
William Bull ’44
William Beck ’51
James Jones ’52
Richard McCartney ’52
James Martin ’53
Richard Mock ’53
Harry Waple ’53
Robert Norcik ’54
Robert Bloomfield ’55
Richard Headlee ’55
William Johnston ’55
Philip Sieg ’57
Robert Pierce ’57
John Peifer ’57
Robert Yeatman ’58
Ronald Bloomfield ’58
Robert Miller ’58
Barry Ashway ’58
Frederick Spott ’58
Kenneth Houck ’60
Charles Edmunds ’60
James Molenari ’60
James Knipe ’60
Richard James ’62
Richard Krouse ’63

Duane Junker ’63
Dale Heckman ’64
James Jackson ’65
Larry Parsons ’66
John Helbling ’67
Philip Kivlin ’67
Thomas Thomas ’67
J David Betts ’67
Glenn Pitman ’68
Loren Stolp ’69
Michael Burg ’70
Thomas Sharbaugh ’73
James Bedison ’73
Dennis Hepner ’74
John McKee ’74
Robert Jaegers ’74
Dale Dalton ’75
Rolf Gerstenberger ’75
Francis DiRubbo ’76
Kevin Slenker ’77
Mark Gerber ’77
Jonas Kauffman ’78
Fred Flesch ’78
Russell Wise ’78
William Henderson ’78
Edward Douthett ’79
John Fuller ’79
Vincent Yuhas ’79
Anthony Tomassetti ’80
Kipton Lockcuff ’81
Lawrence Bushwick ’81
Jeffrey Fackler ’87
John Brill ’87
Frederick Harding ’88
Ken Houck ’88
Richard Brill ’88
Donald Gaublomme ’88
David Convis ’88
James Kelly ’88
Christopher McIlroy ’88
Steven Myer ’88
Patrick Ferrick ’89
Darryl Billemeyer ’89
Drew Reiferson ’90
Brian Hutchings ’90
Daniel Brill ’90
Garen Smith ’90
Jeffrey Austin ’90
William Weise ’90
Christopher Sinegar ’91
John Morris ’91
Chad Hutchings ’92
James Behler ’92
Douglas Bernstein ’92
Jodi Nelson ’92
Aaron Gustkey ’92
Derek Ehman ’92
Patrick Flanagan ’92
Kenneth Bierman ’92
Matthew Garey ’93

Joe Behler ’93
Jeffrey Seltzer ’93
Michael Rowles ’94
Drew Flenard ’94
Vincent Moss ’94
Scott Ackerman ’94
Christopher Brill ’94
Daryl Najarian ’94
Jon Reitz ’94
Brian Tupa ’95
David Baack ’95
Michael Donnelly ’96
Christopher Jeffrey ’96
Alexander Kovach ’97
Greg Miller ’97
Ralph Falke ’97
Michael Flanigan ’97
David May ’97
Bryan Jarvis ’98
Daniel Carroll ’98
Jonathan Miller ’98
Peter Golbin ’98
Brian McDonough ’98
Darren Pincus ’98
Dan Sawron ’99
Daniel O’Brien ’99
Jason Pollack ’99
Scott Crowley ’99
Matt Hopkins ’00
Jason Pantano ’00
Jeffrey Shanahan ’00
Brian Layden ’00
Brian Bickell ’00
Eric Dean ’02
Brian Gallagher ’02
Michael Lasser ’02
Michael Piccarreta ’02
David Bradley ’03
Brian Jones ’03
Chad Clark ’03
Nate Salnick ’03
Kyle Kassel ’05
Joseph Keenan ’06
Brandon Paull ’06
Matthew Egan ’06
Eric Balboni ’06
Nick Kurjiaka ’07
Matthew Schulman ’07
Justin Olsen ’08
Jacob Chernansky ’08
Anthony Fuoco ’08
Jonathan Krause ’08
Joseph Franck ’08
Timothy Wikert ’09
Zachary DeWalt ’09
Sean Causgrove ’10

* In Memory of

FOUNDATION FOR THE KINGDOM DONORS
 We would like to thank the 330 brothers who have made pledges, especially those who have paid in full (highlighted in green) and those who have 
begun their pledge payments (in blue). We need everyone to turn green on this donor roll, particularly those who have not yet begun to make pledge 
payments (in red). Also, if your name is not here, we would love to add it!
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Phi who, we believe, will help us achieve 
these objectives. The alumni association 
has also instituted various house policies to 
help meet these goals.

• As many of you may know, one of the 
policies we originally adopted was to 
disallow any alcohol on the property. 
We were able to successfully recruit 
new members who were looking to 
join an organization that would foster 
friendships within the brotherhood and 
would focus on academics, philanthropic 
activities, leadership development 
and social involvement in the Penn 
State Greek community that did not 
necessarily involve alcohol. However, 
as the chapter began operations, started 

rush on campus and got involved with 
sororities, it became evident to the board 
that such a strict policy was limiting the 
ability of the chapter to grow and attract 
in-house brothers. It even hampered 
the enthusiasm of alumni returning to 
spend time at the house. Accordingly, 
the board of the alumni association has 
decided to modify the alcohol policy of 
the house slightly during the current 
semester. Under the revised policy, the 
active chapter may have a limited number 
of social events with a sorority at the 
house that involve alcohol and may also 
have alcohol in the house, but limited to 
just the brothers of the house. Also, the 
consumption of any alcohol at the house 
is subject to the rules and regulations of 

the Penn State Interfraternity Council. 
To be clear, this is not a change that will 
result in large parties with alcohol at 
the Kingdom. The board of the alumni 
association believes that modifying 
this policy removes a real obstacle for 
growth while still protecting the physical 
structure of our home and fostering a 
thriving, sustainable chapter to cover the 
costs of the ownership of the house.

Fraternally,

Rich Konzmann ’90
President, Alpha Delta 
Alumni Association
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Kingdom this year and are grateful to the 
alumni for all the support. Around the 
Kingdom, we have taken on some small 
projects, such as risers for the tube room so 
the couches can be set up like theater seating. 
Also in the tube room, we have added a ping 
pong table, which was donated by the family 
of one of our brothers. In addition, we have 
constructed benches for the front porch of 
the house, giving us a place to relax when the 
weather is nice. The fire pit we constructed 
last spring for the backyard has been used 
frequently now that the weather is warmer; 
it has been a great addition to our yard. 

Through the involvement of brothers with 
these projects, we have all really begun to feel 
like the house is our home. 
 From a social aspect, we have been meeting 
as many different sororities as possible, 
primarily by participating in their philanthropy 
and community service events and being active 
in as many events on campus as possible. We 
have held a cookout with the women of the 
engineering sorority, Phi Sigma Rho, who 
were our partners for Greek Sing last semester. 
Additionally, we have begun planning similar 
events with other sororities for the fall. This 
April, we will be participating in Greek 
Week, and we have been placed in a quad 

with Delta Tau Delta, Sigma Kappa and Mu 
Sigma Upsilon. We are looking forward to an 
exciting week and meeting more of the Greek 
community.
 Last fall, we passed the Chi Phi national 
accreditation program. If we pass this spring, 
we will transition from a colony to a chartered 
chapter of Chi Phi. We have been making a 
great effort to pass and become a chapter again.
 Overall, we have made great strides as 
a fraternity from where we were a year ago, 
and with the addition of great new men and 
experience going forward, we will continue 
to make strides toward becoming an excellent 
chapter of the Chi Phi Fraternity.

—Continued from Page 2

—Continued from Page 1


